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340mm WIDE SANDWICH BOARDS IN OUR AMETHYST RANGE
These sandwich boards have a 6mm solid top layer, 9mm middle layer and 5mm bottom layer all
in Oak but totally stable. These boards can be used with underfloor heating. The sandwich board
construction with the grain of the strips of oak in the middle going in the opposite direction to the
top and bottom layer means they can be used in almost any environment.

SAPPHIRE-E110 Unfinished 340mm wide SANDWICH OAK Engineered flooring in lengths of 2200mm
with 4 boards per carton one of which is split 600mm or 1100mm and 2.992 m2 per carton. This board is
20mm thick with a solid 6mm thick top layer and then a 9mm thick inner layer of strips of solid Oak in a
cross grain pattern and then a 5mm outer layer at the back of the board. This makes the board the hardest
and most stable of all engineered boards. It is very heavy and very durable. You can finish it with master oil
or any other finish you want. Examples are shown in the unfinished section on the web site so you can see
the different colours.
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SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 10 WEEK LEAD TIME
SAPPHIRE-E112 Unfinished 340mm wide SANDWICH OAK Engineered flooring in lengths of
3660mm with 4 boards per carton one of which is split 600mm or 1100mm and 2.992 m2 per carton. This
board is 20mm thick with a solid 6mm thick top layer and then a 9mm thick inner layer of strips of solid Oak
in a cross grain pattern and then a 5mm outer layer at the back of the board. This makes the board the
hardest and most stable of all engineered boards. It is very heavy and very durable. You can finish it with
master oil or any other finish you want. Examples are shown in the unfinished section on the web site so
you can see the different colours.

We supply real wood flooring at truly economical prices and deliver Nationwide including
Europe and Ireland.
Finishing: You can finish this board using our WOCA Master Oil which we supply. The WOCA oxidising
Master oil is a penetrating wood oil system. The master oil actually penetrates the surface, compared to
other oils surface oil and lacquer type building systems. The master oil actually cures within the wood,
hardens and protects the floor leaving a beautiful natural open pore surface.
WOCA master oil treatment oils were the obvious choice for the very high traffic Eurostar project in St
Pancras which was opened by the Queen in November 2007.
WOCA master oils were chosen because of the worldwide reputation of successfully treated high traffic
projects including Copenhagen Airport , where nearly 20,000 square meters were laid and then treated with
WOCA Master oils over 25 years ago. This has been maintained ever since with the WOCA oils, and the floor
still looks magnificent.
Treating our unfinished Oak Boards
For the natural looks just use the WOCA natural master oil.
For a more individual look you can use any of the WOCA coloured oils.
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For a White sanded look board you should use the Master White oil
If you want a Sanded Look White Board on our unfinished boards then you have two solutions to create the
“as sanded (but treated) look”. You could either use the White Master Oil, or if your think this is too light
then simply mix 50/50 White oil with natural oil.
Our engineered floors can also be easily and quickly installed over solid sub-floors using the Bona R850
adhesive. If the subfloor needs to be sealed and damp proofed then you can use the Bona 410 to do this
before gluing down with the Bona R850.
Engineered wooden flooring boards are used in environments where stability is required and moisture is
going to be prevalent. For example you should use these on new concrete floors, over garages, basements
etc. Due to the cross ply structure, these boards will not move like solid wood.
The boards are tongue and groove all round. Our Engineered boards look like solid boards but are much
stronger due to their structure and the manufacturing process we use.
Our engineered sandwich wooden floors are suitable for nailing onto an existing suitable base such as
joists, battens, chipboard or plywood. Our engineered wooden floors can also be glued down using the Bona
R850 or Lecol adhesive (see the adhesive section), or laid as a floating floor where you just glue the tongue
and grooves together. Our engineered wood floors are ideal for new build or renovation projects

such as homes, flats, offices, studios, restaurants and bars, pubs and clubs.

If you use the master oil you can use the WOCA natural Oil Floor Maintenance Kits to keep your
floor looking like new. Full details of these are in the Maintenance Kit section on the left hand side of this
web site. These are high quality engineered boards. All our boards are tongue and groove all round for easy
installation. Delivery nationwide, Europe and Ireland.
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